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LNTRODUCI’ION 

IN THIS PAPER we concern ourselves with the following question. Suppose one has an 
unbounded combinatorial manifold Kcontained in an unbounded differentiable manifold M. 
When does there exist a piecewise differentiable isomorphism h : M+ A4 such that h(K) 
is a smooth submanifold of M. It is clearly necessary that K have a vector bundle neighbor- 
hood in M. Our main result asserts that if K is the homotopy type of a &rite complex the 
converse is true. 

This theorem can be thought of as a refined version of the fundamental theorem of 
smoothing theory due to Cairns-Hirsch. While the “classical” Cairns-Hirsch theorem is 
our takeoff point the generalization is not straightforward. Our basic tool is the theory of 
piecewise linear microbundles due to Milnor [5], and we assume familiarity with these 
notes. Aside from a strong form of the “classical” Cairns-Hirsch theorem due to Mazur [4] 
and the notes of Milnor, we utilize techniques and results in differential topology which 
have already appeared in print. 

Chapter I is a bit technical, building up the necessary simplicial machinery. The most 
important results are in $3, yielding a functorial triangulation in the best possible sense of 
a vector bundle over a complex. This result appears to have applications beyond the 
considerations of this paper. 

In Part II we apply the machinery of Part I to the problem of smoothing theory. 45 
deals with stable tubular neighborhood theorems in the combinatorial category. Here the 
results are what one would expect and in fact more or less assumed by those working in the 
field. However, our proof is the first we know of in the general case. It is based on a careful 
analysis of a proof of Mazur for an important special case. $6 deals with results and 
application of results concerning the representability of the functor which assigns to each 
combinatorial manifold its set of smoothings. Here our machinery of Part I pays off in 
yielding a relatively straightforward and unique proof of a theorem on r, due independently 
to Hirsch and Mazur; along with its generalizations announced by Mazur. Of particular 
interest may be a proof of a conjecture of Mazur that the set of smoothings of a differentiable 
manifold form in a natural way an abelian group. In $7 we conclude the paper by proving 
the theorem promised at the beginning of this introduction. 
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In a subsequent paper we will apply the machinery developed in this paper to the 
question of classifying imbeddings of homotopy n-spheres in Sn+k. In particular, we will 
give there a proof and elaboration of the exact sequences which we announced in Seattle 
in the Summer 1963. 

We might remark that this line of research was inspired by hearing of the result of 
Hirsch that I, =@L/O) and trying to understand this result. Half-way through our 
own work we came upon the notes of Mazur [4] which considerably clarified and broadened 
our outlook as well as supplying some key ideas. We are also indebted to conversations 
with Hirsch and Mazur at the Seattle conference on Differential Topology. 

PART I-SEMI-SIMPLICIAL BUNDLES 

$1. PIECEWISE DIFFERENTIABLE VECTOR BUNDLES 

We begin by constructing a semi-simplicial analogue of the orthogonal group 0,. 
This will turn out to be more suitable for comparison with Milnor’s semi-simplicial group 
PL, [5], and hence for comparing vector bundles with microbundles. 

DEFINITION (1.1). The C.S.S. group 0,. 
Let Ar be the standard r-simplex, and A, x R” the product n-plane bundle over Ar. 

An r-simplex in 0, is a vector bundle map f : A? x R” --f A, x R” over the identity, which is 
differentiable over each simplex o of some rectilinear subdivision of A,. Composition makes 
the set 0:) of r-simplexes into a group. Each monotone simplicial map A : As -+ Ak defines 
a homomorphism I# : O(nk) -+ 0:) where n#f is the vector bundle map over the identity 
uniquely defined by the condition that 

A, x R” - A, x R” 

A, x R” - A, x R” commute. 

It is easy to check that I*f is differentiable over each simplex of a rectilinear subdivision 
of A,. Thus 0, = {Ok), A”} is a C.S.S. group complex. 

In the remainder of this section, a complex (unless otherwise specified) will mean a 
countable, finite dimensional, locally finite, simplicial complex. 

DEFINITION (1.2). A piecewise difirentiable structure on an n-plane bundle 5 over a 

complex K is a presentation of the total space E(<) as the union of a x R”, (TE K, with the 

coordinate transformations from o to aia being in Ot’, where dim o = r + 1. 

A vector bundle, together with a piecewise differentiable structure will be called a 
piecewise dlyerentiable vector bundle (p.d. bundle). 

Remark. It follows from the definition, that 3 a rectilinear subdivision KI of K, such 
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that z-‘(a), asKI, has a well defined differentiable structure, induced from r x R”, where 

r E K is any simplex containing cr. We will say that 5 is dtfirentiable over KI. 

DEFINITION (1.3). Two p.d. bundles t1 and t, over K are called equivalent tf 3 a map 
cp : E(&) + E(tJ such that pin,- LCoj : z;‘(o) -+ ~;l(o) is in Or), where dim o = r, rEK. 

THEOREM (1.1). Two p.d. bundles {I and t2 over K are equivalent ifand only if they are 
equivalent as vector bundles. 

Before beginning the proof we need the following Lemma which follows immediately 

from the above remark and Definition (3). 

LEMMA. Two p.d. bundles tl and &j2 over K are equivalent tf and only if3 a subdivision 
KI of K and a map cp : E(5,) -+ E(t2) satisfying: 

(a) <i and t2 are dtxerentiable over KI 

(b) ‘pIz,-lC~, : %‘b> --) G’ (CT) is a diflerentiable map of differentiable vector bundles, 

(SEK,. 

Proof of Theorem (1.1). The “only if” part is obvious. Now assume we have replaced 

K by a rectilinear subdivision over which 5r, t2 are differentiable. Let q” be any bundle 

map of E(5,) -+ E(5,) over the identity. Then q. is differentiable over the vertices. Now 

suppose that q” has been deformed through bundle maps to a bundle map cp(‘-‘) such that 

~‘r-“jz; l(t) + 71; ‘(2) is differentiable, z E KC’-‘), (K”-l), the (r - I)-skeleton of K). 
We will show that &l) may be deformed through bundle maps to a bundle map cp”‘, 

such that 
(a) ,+,(‘)jrr;‘(K(‘-‘) = Vp”-‘)17c;‘(K(‘-r)) 

(b) cp(‘) is differentiable over the r-simplicies of K. The result will then follow by 

induction. 

Let (T be an r-simplex. We will consider 0 to be imbedded in standard fashion n E’. 
Now cp(‘-‘) over d is represented by a continuous map f: ts + O(n, R), which is differen- 

tiable on the boundary d- of c. It is sufficient to deform f relative to the boundary to a 

differentiable map. For this will define a deformation of @-l) on each r-simplex, leaving 

it fixed over KC’-‘), and this deformation may be extended by the homotopy extension 

principle to a deformation of cp(‘-‘) over K through bundle maps. 

Consequently, the theorem will follow if we can prove: 

LEMMA. Let f : CT -+ M be a continuous map of an r-simplex into a smooth closed manifold 
M, such that f lb is smooth, then f may be deformed relative to the boundary to a smooth map. 

Proof Let i : M+ E” be an imbedding in a sufficiently high dimensional Euclidean 

space. Let U be a tubular neighborhood of M in E”, and r : U -+ M a smooth retract. 

It will be sufficient to deform if: IJ -+ U c E”, in U, to a smooth map, relative to ,O; since 

the retraction will throw this deformation back into M. 

By R. Thorn, [9], if B may be extended to a smooth map g of some neighborhood OF 

6 in E’ into U, and thus may be extended to a smooth map of CT into U (Thorn proves a 

real-valued smooth function on 6 may be extended to a smooth function on E’; the above 

assertion follows immediately). Since 6 has a product neighborhood in 6, it is easy to see 
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that it may be deformed in U relative to C+ to a map S which agrees with g on some sufficiently 
small neighborhood of 6. But now by the approximation theorem, S is homotopic to a 
smooth map h : (T -+ U, relative to a closed neighborhood of 6 in cr. Thus we get a deforma- 
tion of it to h, relative to 5; and hence a deformation off = rtf to the smooth map 
rh : cr + n/r, relative to 6. 

This completes the proof of the Lemma and hence of Theorem (1.1). 

THEOREM (1.2). Every vector bundle over a complex is equivalent to one which admits 
a p.d. structure. 

Proof of Theorem (1.2). Imbed K combinatorially in E”, n sufficiently large. Then if 
U is the interior of the second regular neighborhood of K in E”, K is a deformation retract 
of U; r : U + K the retraction. Let n = r*(r) then nlK is equivalent as a vector bundle to 5. 
Since U has a natural differential structure, E(n) can be given the structure of a differentiable 
vector bundle. Let K1 be a sufficiently fine rectlinear subdivision of K, such that each simplex 
OEK, is contained in a coord. neigh. V,, of n. Then the diff. coord. transformation from 
V,,, to V, restricts to a diff. coord. transformation from aio to 8, and makes n]K a p.d. 
vector bundle, equivalent to r as a vector bundle. 

This completes the proof of Theorem (1.2). 

Theorem (1.1) and Theorem (1.2) give 

THEOREM (1.3). An equivalence class of vector bundles over a complex K determines a 
unique equivalence class of piecewise differentiable vector bundles over K, and conversely. 

Theorem (3) enables us to treat vector bundles semi-simplicially, the same way Milnor 
[5] treats p.1. micro-bundles. 

DEFINITION (1.4). Let 5 be a p.d. vector bundle over a finite complex K. We define the 
associated principal (s.s.) bundle c as follows; The base space I? is the C.S.S. complex con- 
sisting of monotone simplicial maps f : Ak + K; with L# : K(k) + k?) defined by 1*f =fin. 
A k-simplex of the total space P consists of 

(1) a k-simplex f E K(k) 
(2) a p.d. bundle equiv. F : Ak x R” + f *c. 

The functions I# : p(k) + PC’) are defined by the formula n”CJ F) = (f 0 rZ, d*F). The right 
translation function H x 0, 4 P” is just the operation of comp0singp.d. bundle equivalences. 
Since OCk) operates freely in jr(‘), with orbit set 
O,-bundle. 

R (k); it follows that < is a principal S.S. 

LEMMA. Two p.d. vector bundles C, n over a complex K are equivalent if and only if the 
associated C.S.S. principal bundles c, ij are equivalent. 

(Proof as in Milnor [5], p. 251 

LEMMA. Let K be a complex. Any principal O,,-bundle z over I? is isomorphic to g for 
some p.d. vector bundle ( over K. 

Proof. (As in Milnor, [S], p. 26). 

By Heller’s classification theorem [l], we have 
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THEOREM (I .4). The equivalence classes of n-dimensional p.d. vector bundles and hence 
(Theorem (1.3)) the equivalence classes of n-dimensional vector bundles over a complex K 
are in l-1 correspondence with the homotopy classes ?f (s.s.) maps of i? into the base space 
of any universal (s.s.) bundle for 0,. 

In the remainder of this paper we assume familiarity with elementary piecewise linear 
micro-bundle theory, as contained in Milnor [5]. In particular, the definition and pro- 
perties of the piecewise linear complex of n germs, PL,,, is assumed. 

2. THE C.S.S. COMPLEX PD, 

DEFINITION (2.1). A map f : K + M of a simplicial complex K into a smooth manifold M 
is called piecewise differentiable (p.d.), iff is dtrerentiable on each simplex of a rectilinear 
subdivision of K. 

DEFINITION (2.2) PD,. A k-simplex in PD, is a germ of a topological microbundle 
equivalence f: Ak x R” + Ak x R” (i.e. f is fibrewise and preserves zero section), such that 
f: Ak x R” -+ Ak x R” c Rk x R” is a p.d. imbedding w.r.t. the product triangulation of 
Ak x R”. The set of k-simplicies is denoted PD, (k). For each monotone simplicial map 
1 : AI + A, define a function 1# : PDLk’ + PDL’) by n”(f) is the germ of the topological 
microbundle equivalence n#f uniquely defined by the condition that 

A, x R” - A1 x R” 
I I 

IXI I 1 axx 

Ak x R *-A, x R” commutes. 

It is easy to check that 1f is a p.d. imbedding. Thus PD, = {PDik), J”} is a C.S.S. complex. 
It is also easy to check that it satisfies the Kan condition [7]. 

Although PD,, is not a group complex, it contains PL,, and we will see that the inclusion 
is a homotopy equivalence. PD,, has the advantage over PL,,, that 0, acts freely on it. 

DEFINITION (2.3). Consider K to be a rectilinear simplicial complex in some R’, and let 
f : K + M be a p.d. map into a smooth manifold, i.e. f is diflerentiable on each simplex of a 
subdivision K1 of K. Then a p.d. map 

fX : wx, K,) - T(f X> (the tangent space to M atfx) 

is defined by f,ti) = (flo),O, XE orz KF, y~o c St(x, K,), where (f la), is the induced map 
on tangent spaces (and we identify the tangent space to cr at x with 0). 

The map f is called regular if f, is 1-l (into) for every x E K. It is called non-singular 
if it is a regular p.d. imbedding. A non-singular p.d. homeomorphism of K onto M is called 
a smooth triangulation. 

LEMMA (Milnor [6]). A p.d. imbedding f: K+ M which is a homeomorphism onto, is 
non-singular (and hence a smooth triangulation). 

Remark. A map f : Ak x R” + Ak x R” representing an element of PDik) is nonsingular. 
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In fact, since dAk has a product neighborhood in Rk, f may be extended to a p.d. imbedding 
of N x R” onto an open set in N x R”, where N is an open neighborhood of Ak in Rk. By 
the lemma, the extension off, and hence f itself, is non-singular. 

DEFINITION (2.4). A piecewise dtjerentiable isotopy between two p.d. imbeddings fO, 
fi: K-M is a p.d. imbedding F: Kx I +M x Z, such that Ft : K x t-M x t and 
FIX: x 0 = fO, FlK x 1 = fi. 

Remark. If F is non-singular, Ft is non-singular. 

LEMMA. Let F be a p.d. isotopy between fO, fi : K-t M, and G a p.d. isotopy between 
fi, fi : K+ M, then H: K x I-, M x Z, Ht = Fzt, 0 g t 5 l/2, Ht = G2t_1, l/2 S t 5 1, is 
a p.d. isotopy between f0 and f2. 

We need two theorems of Whitehead [I 11. 

THEOREM (A). Let f: K + Rq be a non-singular p.d. imbedding. Then there are maps 
5, q : K + R+ such that every (I$ $-approximation to f is non-singular. 

An ({, $-approximation to f is a p.d. map g : K -+ Rq, such that [g(x) - f(x)1 < g(x), 

I SAY) - f,(Y) I 5 a(4 I f*(Y) 19 x E K, x + y E St(x, K,), where K1 is a rectilinear subdivision 
of K on the simplices of which both f, g are differentiable. 

THEOREM (B).t Letf : K + RH be a non-singu1arp.d. imbedding, thenfor any 5, rl : K + R,, 
there exists a subdivision of K, such that the linear approximation to f is an (<, $-approximation. 

The linear approximation off w.r.t. the subdivision K1 of K, is the p.1. map g defined 
by g(~S,~j) = Xsjf(aj), where (aO, . . ., a,) is an r-simplex in K,, and sj are the barycentric 
coordinates of a point in the r-simplex. 

From Theorems (A) and (B) we have: 

THEOREM (C). Let f: K --, Rq be a non-singular p.d. imbedding, let (t[, n) be given, then 
there exists a rectilinear subdivision K1 of K, such that the K1 linear approximation g to f 
satisfies 

(a) g is a non-singular imbedding. 
(b) g is an (C, $-approximation to f. 
(c) F : K x I + Rq x I given by F(x, t) = (1 - t)f(x) + tg(x) is a p.d. isotopy. 
(d) F is a non-singular imbedding (in Rq x RI). 
(e) If f is p.1. on some subcomplex L of K, F& = f. 

Proof (a), (b), (c), ( ) e are immediate from Theorem (A) and (B). To see (d), note 
that F will be an (g’, q’)-approximation to f x 1, if g is an (g, q)-approximation to f for 
sufficiently small (<, q). But f x 1 is clearly non-singular. 

THEOREM (2.1). Let f: A, x R” -_) Ak x R” be a topological micro-bundle equivalence, 
and a p.d. imbedding with respect to the product triangulation of Ak x R” (as a map into 
Rk x R”). Then there exists a non-singular p.d. isotopy 

F:I x A,x R”- I x Ak x R” 

t See proof of Theorem (9) of [ll]. 
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such chat 
(a) F is a topological microbundle equivalence (over Z x Ak). 
(b) Zff is p.1. in some subcomplex K of a rectilinear subdivision of Ak x R”, then F, IK = J 
(c) g = Fl is a p.I. microbundle equivalence (over A,) 

g : Ak x R” ----+ Ak x R”. 

Proof. Since f is p.1. on Ak x 0 and K, it is enough to apply Theorem (C) and show that 
IIF, = Ftrc, z : Ak x R” --) Ak the projection. Let L be the rectilinear subdivision of the 
product triangulation of Ak x R” given by Theorem (C). Let (a,, . .., a,) be an r-simplex 
in L. Then by assumption nf(aj) = fnaj = I~u~. NOW let (CSjUj), CSj = 1, be an arbitrary 
point in the r-simplex. Then 

F,(C Sjaj) = C1 - t>S(Cjsjaj> + tCjsjf(aj) 

7CFt(C SjUj) = (1 - t)f71(CjSjUj) + t C Sj?Wj. 

But since we have a rectilinear subdivision of the product triangulation of Ak x R”, ZxSjaj = 
Csj~Uj, and ~F,(Csjaj) = 71(csJ~j) = F~;n(Csjaj). 

THEOREM (2.2). PL, is a deformation retract of PD,,. 

Proof. We rely on Proposition (1) of Appendix A to Chapter I in [7]. 

PROPOSITION (Moore [7]). Zf X and Y are S.S. complexes, then fO, fi : X-+ Y are homo- 
topic if and only if there exists functions Ki : XCq’ --f YCqfi) defined for i = 0, . . ., q, and all 
q such that 

(1) %k, =fl (5) aikj = kjai_l, i >j + 1 

(2) dq+&q =fo (6) sikj = kj+lsi, i 5 j 
(3) aikj = kj_lai, i < j (7) sikj = kjsi_l, i >j 

(4) ai+lkj+i = aj+,kj, 

If A is a subcomplex of X, and folA = filA, then f0 is homotopic to fi relative to A if and 
only if 

k,(a) =fo(Si(~~)), for (T E A. 

We apply this to our problem in taking f0 = identity on PD,, fi = retraction of PD, 
into PL,, c PD,. We use the following: 

LEMMA. Let zePDiRp’, and g,, : AR x R” -+ AR x R” be a p.d. imbedding representing z. 
Then if g : Z x AR x R” + Z x AR x R” is a p.d. isotopy and a topological microbundle 
equivalence, such that g10 x AR x R” = go, there exist functions ki : L(z)(q) + PD,@+l), 
satisfying (l)-(7) b a ove, where L(z) is the subcomplex of PD,, generated by 6, f0 = identity, 
andfi(2#o) = l”(g,), 1 any monotone simplicial map of A, + AR. 

Proof. Subdivide Z x A4 into the q + 1 simplicies (q,, . . . . Ui_lUi, . . . a&. Define 
ki(~#(z)) = (~” X Iogln-‘(ag, ...) Ui_lUi, ...) a,)). We leave it to the reader to check 
properties (l)-(7). 

In order to prove the theorem, we need to pick representatives g for each non-degen- 
erate simplex r. Then by Theorem (l), there exists a p.d. isotopy g from go to ap.Z. homeo- 
morphism gl, relative to any sub-complex on which go is a p.I. homeomorphism. We must 
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show that the isotopy given for the representative of r and the representative of aiz agree 
in some neighborhood of the zero-section over aiA,. To do this, we proceed by induction. 
We assume the isotopies have been defined for representatives of all p - 1 simplexes to 
satisfy the above condition. This means that we have a well defined isotopy of go on some 
neighborhood of the zero section above the complete boundary of AP. Now there is a p.1. 
isotopy of A, x R” into itself which is a deformation of the identity to a map into any 
prescribed neighborhood of the zero section, relative to any smaller neighborhood of the 
zero section. Assuming inductively that our isotopies are always constant for some initial 
and final interval in some neighborhood of the zero section; Theorem (1) and the above 
deformation, show that it agrees in some neighborhood of the zero section with the isotopies 
defined over the boundary, and satisfies the stationary condition on (possibly smaller) 
initial and final intervals. (Note that any p.d. isotopy above the boundary of AP may be 
extended to a p.d. isotopy over AP, since the boundary has a product neighborhood in A,. 
Also once go over the boundary of A,, has been deformed to a p.1. map, application of 
Theorem (1) leaves this part of the map unchanged.) 

93. ON TRIANGULATING VECTOR BUNDLES-EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 

PROPOSITION (3.1). Let &, 2, be d@erentiable vector bundles over a smooth manifold M. 
Let f: K + M be a smooth triangulation. Then zf cp : E(f,) + E(f,) is a p.d. vector bundle 
map over the identity (i.e. cp is differentiable over each simplex of some rectilinear subdivision 
KI of K), cp is isotopic through p.d. bundle maps to a dtxerentiable bundle map. 

Proof. Let P,, P, be the total space of the assoc. print. diff. bundle. Then cp induces 
Q, : P, --t P,, a bundle map diff. over each simplex of KI. Now @ is defined by a cross- 
section of the following bundle (G = group of orthogonal transformations of R”): 

d*(P1 x G pZ) --+P, x oP, 
I 

I d I 

M-MxM. 

This is a diff. bundle with fibre G and group G x G. Consequently, it may be approx. by 
a diff. cross-section Y. Now put a Riemannian metric on G, invariant under the action of 
G x G. Then if Y is sufficiently close to a,, Y(x) may be joined to a>(x), XE M, by a unique 
shortest geodesic, in the fibre over x. Deforming @ to Y along the geodesics preserves 
differentiability, whenever @ and Y are both diff; i.e. over each simplex of KI. This defines 
a p.d. bundle deformation of cp to a diff. bundle map Y. 

DEFINITION (3.1). Triangulation of p.d. vector bundles. A triangulation of a p.d. vector 
bundle 5 over a complex K, is a p.1. microbundle p over K and a fibrewise map cp : E(p) + 
E(5), preserving the zero cross-section, and such that ‘p is a p.d. homeomorphism over each 
simplex OEK. We denote such a triangulation by the pair (p, cp). 

THEOREM (3.1). Let 5 be a p.d. vector bundle over K, and (pi, (pi), i = 1,2 be triangulations 
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of <. Then there exists a map of p.1. microbundles $ : E(uI) + E(uJ such that 

365 

commutes up to homotopy. (Note that (nI, (p2$) is a triangulation of 5, and the homotopy 
between cp& and cpl is to be a triangulation at each stage.) 

COROLLARY. Let (CLi, cini) be triangulations of p.d. vector bundles <i, i = I,2 over recti- 
linear subdivisions of K, If A : E(t,) -+ E(<J is a p.d. bundle equivalence, there exists a micro- 
bundIe equivalence $ : E(p,) --) E(pJ such that 

E(t.4 - E(5,) 

J &,) - E(L) 
commutes up to homotopy. 
(Note that (,L+, Iv,) and (p2, cpZ$) are triangulations of 
triangulation at each stage.) 

Proof of Theorem (3.1). The idea of the proof is to 

5 23 and the homotopy is to be a 

deform ‘pi fibrewise and relative 
to the zero section to a p.1. homeomorphism Ic/ with respect to the triangulation (p2, 40,) 
of E(5). We do this by induction over the skeletons of K. 

But first we may change E(&, i = I,2 to equivalent microbundles, so that E(ui) = 
uo x R”, o E K; (o x R”) attached to aio x R” by a p.1.h. of IJ x R” over aia into aia x R”. 

Over each vertex DE K(O), qpl is a p.d.h. of (R”, 0) into (R”, 0), and is isotopic through 
p.d. homeomorphisms relative to OE R”, to a p.Z. homeomorphism (see Theorem (2.1)) 
w.r.t. the triangulation induced by (p2, (p2). This isotopy of qIlnI-‘(Ko) may be extended 
to a fibrewise isotopy of ‘pl on E(,u,) relative to the zero section, p.d. over each simplex; 
by induction over the skeletons, using the fact that the boundary of each simplex has a 
product neighborhood in the simplex. 

Now assume that cpr is a p.1. homeomorphism over the (r - I)-skeleton of K, and 
preserves the zero section; and let 0 be an r-simplex of K. q+ In; ‘(C-J) is a p.d.h., which is 
p.I. over t? and p.Z. on the zero section. By Theorem (2.1) we can deform qI In; ‘(5) fibre- 
wise, through p.d. homeomorphisms, and relative to qI(n;‘( ) and the zero section, to 
a p.l.h. w.r.t. (,LL~, cp2). This, having been done for each r-simplex, gives a p.d. isotopy of 
rp, over KC’) relative to KC’-‘) and the zero section. This isotopy may now be extended to 
ap.d. isotopy of ‘pr relative to .-l(K”-l’) and the zero section. 

This completes the induction step and the proof of Theorem (3.1). 
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THEOREM (3.2). There exists a unique function T, functorial in the base space, from 
equivalence classes of n-dimensional p.d. vector bundles (and hence ordinary vector bundles) 
to equivalence classes of n-dimensional p.1. microbundles, satisfying 

(a) Given a p.d. vector bundle t; if ALE T[Q, there exists a map cp : E(p) --f E(t), such 
that (p, rp) is a triangulation of 5. 

Proof. The uniqueness follows from Theorem (3.1). To show existence, we first define 
a map of BO, into BPL,,. 

Let PD, be the C.S.S. complex defined previously; i.e. a k-simplex of PD, is a fibre 
preserving p.d. homeomorphism 

f : Ak x R” --) Ak x R”, f jAr X o = identity. Then 

PD, = {PDkk’, A’}. We recall that PD, is not a group complex, but has the following 
properties : 

(a> O,, PL, = PD, 
(b) ~i(PL,) + ~i(PD”) is an isomorphism, all i 
(c) PL, acts freely on the right of PD,, 0, acts freely on the left of PD,. 

Let U, be the total space of a universal S.S. bundle for PL,. Then 7ci(Un) = 0, all i. Let PL, 
act on both factors of PD, x U,,. Then xi((PD, x UJPL,) = 0, all i; since (PD, x U,, PL,, 
(PD, x U,)/PL,) is a principal S.S. bundle (and hence has an exact homotopy sequence), 
and z,(PL,) + ni(PD, x U,,) is an isomorphism, all i. 

Let 0, act on PD, x U,, by acting on PD, only. Then the action of 0, commutes with 
the action of PL,,, and 0, acts freely on (PD, x U,,)/PL,,. Hence (PD, x UJIPL,,, O,, 
O,\PD, x UJPL,,) is a universal S.S. bundle for 0,. Write BO, = O,,\PD, x UJPL,,, and 
BPL, = UJPL,. Then the projection p, : PD, x U, + U,, induces a S.S. mapp : BO, + BPL, 
by passage to the quotients. We note for future use 

LEMMA (3.3). (BO,, PDJO,, BPL,,) is a S.S. Jibre space. 

Now let t; be a p.d. vector bundle over some rectilinear subdivision of K, and f the 
associated principal S.S. bundle. Then f is equivalent to a bundle induced by a S.S. map 
f: I? + BO,. But pf: I? --f BPL, induces a principal S.S. bundle over K with group PL,. 
Let p be the associated microbundle. We set T[<] = [p]. Since any two classifying maps 
are homotopic, T is well-defined. 

We wish to define a map cp : E(p) + E(5) such that (p, q) is a triangulation of g. This 
is done as follows: 

If CTE gCp), choose yap U, @) which lies over pf(o). Further choose x,EPD!$ so that 
(x0, y,) EPD, x V,, lies over f(o); and denote the class of (x0, y,) in (PD, x UJPL, by 

[x0, v,l. Then 

4ya = Ya,a * F, F E PLL4- ‘), 

and 

ai[x,, Y,I = [a+,, as,1 = CXaia, Ya,JG, G E O?-l), 
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where we define right action of G by 

Cxaia, Y,,,IG = CG- ‘xa,a, ~aial. 
By definition E(p) = U ts x R”, with IJ x R” identified with aia x R” by F, E(5) = U a x R”, 

UEK aeK 
with a x R” identified to aia x R” by G. (Here a E K is considered as the simplex in a(*) 

representing it.) To define cp, it is sufficient, in view of Theorem (l), to consider E(5) to 

be the equivalent bundle above. Define 40 by 

&]a x R” = x,, a E K. 

We claim this is well-defined ; in fact 

G--IX a,0 = ~,x; F-‘, 

since [8,x,, a,y,l = [8,x,, y&l = [aix,F-‘, YJ = [Gvlxai,, Y+J 
It follows that rp is well-defined, and (p, 40) is a triangulation of 5. 

This completes the proof of Theorem (3.2). 

$4. ON WHITNEY SUMS 

Let aEPDk, a : A0 x Rk + A, x Rk and y EPD,,, y : ALo x R” + A0 x R" define the 

Whitney sum a @ y E PD,.., aOy:A,xRkXR”~AoxRkXR” by aOy(x,u,u)= 

(x, al(x, u), y,(x, u)) where a(x, u) = (x, q(x, u), y(x, v) = (x, y,(x, v)) then 0 is a semi 
simplicial map 

@ : PD, x PD, + PD,+.. By restriction, we get 

@ : PL, x PL, --t Pa&+,, 

@ : Ok x 0, -, O,,+k. 

By product action 0, x 0, acts on PD, x PD, and we have a commutative diagram 

(0, x 0,) x (PD, X PD,)-+PDk X PD, 

I I fBX@ 8 

0 k+n x pDk+n 
, I 
pD,+n. 

Thus the above map passes to quotients 

@ PD,/ok X PDJO,+ PDk+nlOk+n- 

We use [ ] to denote semi simplicial homotopy classes of maps. 

Let K be a complex at : K -+ PD,, a, : K -+ PD, then the above operation induces a 

map ak Q a, : K+ PDk+.. Notice (ak 0 a,) 0 a, = ak 0 (a, 0 a,). 

Homotopy commutativity of Whitney sums 

(We use N for homotopy equivalence of maps) 

The vertices of 0, are just the general linear group GL,. Let w E GL, and Wthe smallest 
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subcomplex of 0, containing w. For any complex there is a unique map wK : K-P q 

Since n,(O”) = Z,, w,K - w,K in 0, iff det. wr sdet. wz > 0. Since each WC PL,, we have 
a commutative diagram 

- PD,/O, 

Now assume det. w1 *det. w2 > 0. Since w,K N w,K in O,, 
I : PL, 4 PD, is a homotopy equivalence w,K - w,K in PL,,. 
plexes O,, PL,,, PD,, PDJO,. Then using the group structure 
on PD, we have maps 

w,K - w,K in PD,. Since 
Let A,, be one of the com- 
in PL,,, 0, and their actions 

WxA “-Al! A,x w - A,. 

Thus given a map a : K * A,,, we have products wK.a : K + A, and a* WK : K + A,. Using 
the homotopy equivalence between w,K and w,K for wl, w2 E: GL, one has w,K.a - w,K*a 
and a*wlK - a*w,K. 

Consider e,E GL,, the identity matrix, then e,K.a = a = a*e,K. Thus for any WEGL,,, 
det. w > 0, wK*a - a N a.wK. 

LEMMA (I). Let a1 : K+ A,, a2 : K+ A,. 
Then al 0 a2 = w,K*(a, Oal)~wlK, where w~EGL,,+~ is defined by wi(eJ = el+k for 
i 6 n, wi(e,) = ei_n for i > n; (e,, . . . . en+k canonical basis for R”+k) and w2 = w;‘. 

Proof: By direct substitution in equation defining 0. A direct computation shows 
det. w1 > 0 iff n *k = O(mod 2). Thus 

COROLLARY (I). If nk = 0 (mod 2) then a1 @ a2 N a2 @ al. 

Let tEGLk+, be defined by t(e,) = e, for i > 1, t(el) = -e,. Let i = tlRk, Rk 5 Rk x R” 
= Rk+“. Using notation of Lemma (I). 

COROLLARY (II). Zj’ nk = 1 (mod 2) then a1 0 a2 N tK*(a, @al)*tk = (tK*a,*fK@a,). 

Since tK*e, - fK =ek for any k, we have combining Corollary (I, II). 

COROLLARY (III). For any k 

e,K 0 a1 - a1 0 e,K. 

Combining Corollary (I, II, III). 

COROLLARY (IV). a1 0 a2 @ e, K - a2 @ a1 @ e, K. 

Proof. If nk = 0 (mod 2) this follows from Corollary (I). If nk = 1 (mod 2) we have 

0X(I) Cor(II1) 

a1 0 (a2 0 e, K) - (a,Oe,K)Oa, - a,@a,@e,K. 
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Consider the diagram 

A, X Ac 

lBP 1,. :_1_: with da) = a 0 qa. 

A n+r x Ak+s - An+k+r+s 

This is not commutative, however, if az : K-r A,, a2 : K--f Ak then z,az = az 0 e,K, z,aZ = 

a2 0 e,K. And 

z,az 0 z,a2 = (a1 0 e,K 0 a2 0 e,K) ‘?$zz’) al 0 a2 0 c&0 e,K = a1 0 a2 0 e,+$ 

while z,+,(ai 0 a2) = a1 0 a2 8 e,+,K. 

COROLLARY (V). Thus appbing thefinctor [K, . ..I one gets a commutative dkgram 

@ CK, -41 x IX 41 ’ CK An +kl 

I I 
IF* 1s’ 

I 
b+d* 

CKA,+,I X [K, hc+sl --“--+ [K,-‘h+k+r+sl’ 

The family (A, zS) is a directed system of complexes. Define 

lim 

A = - A,. 
I 

We call a complex K, finite if it has only a finite number of non-degenerate simplicies. 
For any finite complex K an easy argument shows [K, A] = lim [K, Az]. It immediately 

- 

follows that this is true for any complex K of the same homotopy type as a finite complex. 
Such a complex will be said to be of finite homotopy type. By Corollary (IV, V) and above 
remark we have 

THEOREM (4.1). The Whitney sum induces on [K, Alfir anyJinite homotopy type complex 

K, the structure of an associative abelian monoid with two sided identity. 

We will see that the restriction that K be finite is unnecessary and that [K, A] is actually 
a group. We first consider the case A = 0, PL. Then A k actually a group under composi- 
tion inherited from O,, PL,. We will see that the above operation comes from the group 
structure. 

Let E,, 2, E [K, A], K finite. Let a, E [K, A,], a2 E [K, A,,] represent Ez, El. Then by 
Corollary (III), a1 0 e,K and e,K 0 a2 also represent Zz, ti2. Then Ez *E2 is represented by 

(az 0 e,K)*(e,K 0 aZ) = a1 0 a2. Thus the two operations in [K, A] agree. 

COROLLARY (VII). For A = 0, PL the Whitney sum on [K, A] is induced from group 

multiplication and thus extends to arbitrary K. Further [K, A] is an abelian group. 

Since PL -+ PD is a homotopy equivalence, the conclusion of Corollary (VII) applies 
to [K, PD]. 

E 
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The following results on PD/O make use of some deeper information. The only use 
we make of them in the sequel is of Theorem (4.2) for complexes K of finite homotopy 
type, the proof of which for this case does not depend on any of the following assumptions. 

ASSUMPTION (A). r, isfinitefir all n 2 0. 

A proof for the only doubtful case I4 has been announced by Cerf but has not appeared. 
The other cases are dealt with in [8] and [3]. 

ASUMPTION(B). n,(PD/O)= JY,. 

This will be proved in the sequel. 

For any complex K, let K, be the subcomplex generated by the n section of K. A 
complex K is called finite dimensional if K = K,, for some n. 

PROPOSITION (I). Let K befinite dimensional. Then there is a j such that r* : [K, PDjlOj] 
-+ [K, PD/O] is onto. 

Proof. Let M be a minimal subcomplex of PD/O [7]. Then since n,(PD/O) is finite 

for all n, M,, is finite for all n. Then M,, L PDIO factors back M,,: PDilOi L PDIO up 
to homotopy. If K is finite dimensional, o! E: [K, PD/O] comes from CL’E [K, M,] for some n. 
Thus since diagram 

CK, NJ- ‘* [K, PDi/Oi] ‘* - CK, WOI 

T T 
1’ 

commutes, the proposition follows. 

COROLLARY (VIII). If K is jinite dimension, [K, PD/O] = lim [K, PDi/Oi]. Thus the 
i 

3 

Whitney sum operation extends to finite dimensional K. 

Proof is easy from above proposition. 

Remark. The following diagram 

@ CK PWLI x CK ~Qc/Okl - CK ~~,+FN~+J 

I I 
5 5 

f3 
CK Bon1 x CK BO,l 

, I 
r 

CK BO,+J 

commutes, where @ on the bottom denotes the Whitney sum of bundles. The proof comes 
from defining the Whitney sum of bundles through co-ordinate functions. 

THEOREM (4.2). For any finite dimensional complex K the sequence 

[K, 0] 2 [K, PD] 2 [K, PDjO] r [K, BO] 2 [K, BPL] 

is an exact sequence of abelian groups. 
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Proof. That this is an exact sequence of basepointed sets is the usual property of fiber 
spaces applied to the fiber spaces 

I O+PD-+PDIO 
II PD/O -+ BO --) BPL 

noticing that I is fibrations induced from II by inclusions PD/O +BO. 

That the maps are additive follows from definitions; [The fact that ~(5, @ g,) = 
p(tr) @p(r,), where @ denotes usual Whitney sum, follows from uniqueness of triangula- 
tion Theorem (3.1)]; and from above remark. 

That [K, BO] and [K, BPL] are abelian groups is known. It only remains then to show 
that [K, PD/O] is actually a group, i.e. that inverses exist. Let CLE [K, PDIO] then 
[[a]~ [K, BO] has an inverse VE [K, BO] since p is a group homomorphism p(v) = 0. 
Thus there is an C~‘E [K, PD/O] with c(cr’) = v. Thus [(a 0 oz’) = 0 or there is a /?E [K, PD] 
with A@) = ~10 a’. Now p has a negative in [K, PD] so that A( - p) + (a + cr’) = 2(/I + - p) 

= 0. Thus CL’ + A(-8) is an inverse to c(. Q.E.D. 

THEOREM (4.3). PD/O can be given the structure of an H-space such that for each jnite 
dimensional K, the Whitney sum on [K, PD/O] comes from this H-space structure on PDIO. 

Proof: Let M be a minimal subcomplex of PD/O. Then there exists a deformation 
retraction r : PD/O + M. As noted previously, the Whitney sum is defined on [M, x M,, 
PDIO] x [M, x M,,, PDIO] + [n/r, x Mn, PDIO]. 

Let 7ri : M,, x M, + PDIO, i = 1,2, be projections and let CI, represent n1 0 n2 E 
[M. x M,, PDIO]. Then CI,,+~IM~ x M,, NE”. By homotopy extension theorem [7] ((PDIO 
is a Kan complex)), we can choose ~1, + r with ~1, + 1 1 M, x M, = a,,. Choosing inductively in 
this manner we have an ~1: M x M -+ PDIO. The retraction of PDIO -+ M turns PDIO 
into an H-space with desired properties. Q.E.D. 

PART II-BUNDLES AND SMOOTHING THEORY 

S5. TUBULAR NEIGHBORHOOD THEOREM 

THEOREM (5.1). Given K x Rk 2 K x Rk p.1. homeomorphism, cllK x 0 = identity, 
K unbounded combinatorial manifold. Then 

axl,:KxRk~R”-+ K x Rk x R”, 

n sufficiently large, is isotopic to a fibrewise map relative to K x 0. 

The proof will be preceeded by some definitions: 

Let K be a complex. Let H,(K) be set of germs ofp.1. imbeddings CL : K x R” + K x R” 
with alK x 0 = identity. We will denote by ~1~ the composite 

01 112 
KxR”--,KxR”-+R”. 
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Since K is countable and locally finite, the set of simplicial maps K-t PL,, PLf, is in 
l-l correspondence with the set of germs of p.1. imbeddings r : K x R” --) K x R” with 

y1.k: x 0 = identity, and zl(y(k, y)) = k. Thus there is an injection PL: + H,(K) and we 
henceforth consider Pi s H,(K). 

Let a represent an element of H,(K), y an element of PL:. Deline a @ y : K x R” x 
identity 

R” + K x R” x RS by a @ y : (k, x, y) = (a(k, x), yz(k, y). If 1, : K x R” --+ K x R” 
thena@y= composition (1, 0 y)(a 0 l,), and thus is an imbedding. Hence Whitney sum 
induces a pairing: 

@ 
H,(K) x PLjL * ZA+,(Z0 

Note that if y, p represent elements in PLf, PLf : @ is the Whitney sum defined in I, 4 

and that 
0: 0 (y 0 P) = (a 0 Y) 0 P. 

Let a, a’ represent elements of H,(K). Define a L a’ if there is a t representing an element 
of &,(I x K) such that tl0 x K x R” = a, tll x K x R” = a’. It is not difficult to see that 

if a, a’ have the same germ, a s a’, so that the relation induces an equivalence relation in 

H,,(K), still denoted by h . It is clear that if y, 7’ are homotopic elements of PLK that jj & 7’ 
i i 

and further that if z, ti E: H,(K), 5 G E’ then ti 0 7 3 E’ 0 7’. 

Finally, define for CTie H,(K), ZE H,(K), C% & Z if there exist integers j, I with 

ti @ 1 j E - Q 1,. It then follows that the equivalence classes in H(K) = G H”(K) under 
n=O 

relation 3 are acted on by elements of [K, PL] (h omotopy classes of simplicial maps). 

We also make use of the property that if 6 z _ then tit L zf; a, z, leH,(K). 

LEMMA. For d E H,(K), ji E PLf, 72 g E 0 7. 

Proof. Letting a, y represent z, 7, we have a @ y = (1 n 0 y)(a @ 1,). By Corollary III, 
p. 23, l,,@ y = y 0 1, in [K, PLI. 

Thus (1, 0 y)(a 8 1”) L (7 0 l,)(a 0 1,) = (ya 0 13 L ya. Q.E.D. 

We can now restate Theorem (5.1) in the following form. 

Theorem (A). Let K be an unbounded combinatorial manifold. Then for each &H,(K) 

there exists a 7 E PL: with Z 6 7. 

The proof depends on an intermediate construction. For the time being we assume K 
is an arbitrary complex. 

Let o! represent an element of H,(K). Let I = (- l/3,4/3). Let ti be the identification 
space of I x K x R” under identification of (1 f t, k, x) with (t, a(k, x)), -l/3 < I < l/3. 
And P, : 1 x K x R” + w” the natural projection. Note P, is a local homeomorphism and 
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P=(f x K x 0) = S’ x KG w”. Further, if a represents an element in PLf, IV" is a micro- 
bundle over s’ x K. 

Define w” 6 w”’ if there is a p.1. homeomorphism h of a neighborhood of S’ x K in 
wa onto a neighborhood of s’ x Kin w”’ with hlS’ x K = identity. 

Finally it is straightforward to see that a h Q’ =+ w” 4 w=‘. 

PROPOSITION (I). Let ~1, a’ represent elements of H,,(K), y an element of PLfc. If 

w= ; w=’ j w=C%J & W=‘CBY 

Proof. First note commutative diagram 
id X 0 ?I 

ixKxR”A ixKxR”xR’- ixKxR" 

Since P,, Paey are local homeomorphisms, w”o y is an r-dimension microbundle over w=. 
The restriction of this bundle to S’ x K is clearly w”. Since CL - 1, modulo K x 0, it is easily 
seen that inclusion S’ x K + W” is a homotopy equivalence for W’” = S’ x K x R”. Thus 
W”*y considered as a microbundle over W” is uniquely determined by its restriction to 
s’ x K. Now let S’ x K E N” E W’, N” a neighborhood of S x K in W”. Then A,-‘(NOI> 
= W”oYIN= is a neighborhood of A’(N=) E WuBy. Given an CI’ representing an element of 
H,(K), an N”’ where S’ x Kc N” E W”‘, and a homeomorphism h : N” -P N”’ with 
hlS’ x K = identity; it follows that W”‘@YIN” is equivalent as a microbundle over N” to 
h*( W”‘@‘(N”‘). Thus there is a homeomorphism ti of a neighborhood of AI c WamyIN’I 

onto a neighborhood of Ai 5 W”‘@YIN”’ with /i’A, = &h. Since hlS’ x K = identity, 

I;ls’ x K = identity and thus W”*y & Wa’*y. Q.E.D. 

PROPOSITION (II). Let u represent an element of H,,(K) and suppose W L W’“. Then 

a@ 1, L In+l. 

Proof. Since we can retract by a homeomorphism Win = S’ x K x R” + into any 
neighborhood of S’ x K x 0 leaving a smaller neighborhood fixed we may as well assume the 
equivalence between W’” and W” is given by an embedding h : S x K x R” + W”. We 
further can assume h has the following properties: 

1. hP,,((-l/4, l/4) x K x R”) s P,((-l/3, l/3) x K x R”) 

2. hPJ(3/4, 5/4) x K x 11”) s P=((2/3, 4/3) x K x R”). 

Then one can cover h, by a map K so that the following diagram commutes. 

ii 
(-I/4, 514) x K x R” - ixKxR” 

I h I 

PCG 

S’ x K x R” b w= 
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li is uniquely determined by this and the fact that Zi(t, k, 0) = (t, k, 0) te(1/4, 5/4). Clearly 
Zi is an imbedding. 

Now let Q, = hl(-- l/4, l/4) x K x R”, Q, = &3/4, 5/4) x K x R” &(t, k, y) = Q2(1 
idxs 

+t,k,y),t~(-1/4,1/4)1x~~:(2/3,4/3)xKxR”----+ (213,413) x K x R”. Then we must 
have (I x c@, = Qr on (- l/4, l/4) x K x R”. Now let p be a p.Z. homeomorphism 

p: R+(-l/4, l/4) with pl(-l/8, l/8) = identity. Let /s : K x R” x R-t (- l/4, l/4) 
x K x R” by fi(k, x, y) = (p(y), k, x). Also let 

permute id xinclusion 

o:ixKxR”- KxR”xi ,Kx R” x R. 

Then ~(1 x x)&p = aQ,p as maps K x Rnfl + K x R”+‘. Notice that they represent 
elements of ZZ,, + r(K). Consider the map R : Z x K x R ’ x R + Z x K x R” x R defined as 
composite of the following 

id x p 

ZxKxR”xR- Z x (-l/4, l/4) x K x R” 4 
permute id x inclusion 

I x (- l/3,4/3) x K x R” - Z x K x R” x (-l/3,4/3) - IxKxR”xR, 

where fi(t, t’, k, y) = t, h(t + t’, k, y). 
Then B represents an element of ZZ,+r(Z x K> and R, = aQ,p, B, = oQ& Hence 

aQrp L oQ,p and thus o(1 x a)Q,p :y&P and thus a(1 x cr)a-’ & ln+r where the left 
hand side is well defined on K x R” x (-l/3,4/3) and thus represents an element of 
H,+,(K). Since ~(1 x LX) c-i has the same germ as c1 $ l,, the proof is complete. 

COROLLARY TO PROPOSITION (II, I). Let c1 represent an element of H,(K), y and element 

of PLP. If w-k Wy@lt then u h y. 

Proof W”@‘s A 
i 

),jnBlt * J,fPfBl,@Y-t E J,fnJ@itbY-t 1 WY@Y-‘$1~ = Wltv@t_ Then by 

Proposition (II) cI 8 l,@ y-l g lzrft or fx & y. Q.E.D. 

PROPOSITION (III). Let a represent an element of H,(K) where K is an unbounded com- 
binatorial manifold. Then for r suficiently large there exists a y representing an element of 

PL,K,* with W”@ ‘r = f_WY. 

Proof. W” is also an unbounded combinatorial manifold. Without loss of generality 
we may assume W” is orientable [for if not, choose y representing an element of PL: with 
the first Stiefel-Whitney class + 0 as microbundle over S’ x K. The normal bundle of Wa 
in Wa+y has the first Stiefel-Whitney class =l= 0 as in proof of Proposition (I). Thus if W” 
is non orientable, Wuey is orientable and thus we can work with c1+ ~1. Now choose r so 
large that S’ x K has a normal bundle in Wa@‘r = W” x R’. Call bundle E”‘~. Since 
Wa+lr is orientable s(S’ x k, k E K is trivial (See Lemma (lo), Milnor [4]). By construction 
of waolr, eJp x K, p E s’ is trivial. 

Thus classifying map S’ x K > BPL, +r factors through S’ x K --, s’ A K + BPL,,,,. The 
homotopy class of E’ is determined by a characteristic map y : K-t PL,,,,. And clearly 
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W” -= En+, as a bundle over S’ x K. Since s is a normal bundle for s’ x K in Wa@lr, 

WY & wa@l 
r and proposition follows. 

Theorem (A) follows immediately from Corollary and Proposition (III) as does: 

THEOREM (B), CI L GI' if and onZy if W”@lS A Wa’@lr. For some s, r, where CC represents 

an element of H,(K), cx’ an element of H,,,(K), K an unbounded combinatorial manifold. 

Query. Are Theorem (A) or the Weaker Theorem (B) true for arbitrary complexes 
K? It seems quite likely, yet the proof may be difficult. 

THEOREM (5.2). Let p, v be p.1. microbundles over a combinatorial manifold K, and let 

f : E(cl) --) E(v) b e a zero-preserving p.1. homeomorphism. Then for s suficiently large 

F x 1, : E(p) x R” ----+ E(v) x R” 

is p.1. isotopic, relative to the zero-section, to a jibrewise map. 

ProqfI 1. Let 2 be any microbundle over K, and A’ any inverse to 1. Let 5, n, be 
the bundle projections in p, v respectively. Now E(f *xn,*l) = {(x, y) E E(,u) x E(x:,l)2)1 f(x) 

= p(y)}, p the projection E(rc,*A) -+ E(v). Consequently, we have the natural bundle map 

‘PZ: E(f 71, ) * *A + E(x,*l), ‘pl(x, y) = y. Similarly, we have ‘pI, : E(f *n:A’) + E(nzA’), and 

finally cpAel, : E(f*~:n @ A’) + E(nzI2 @ A’). Then 
rPl@rPn’ 

E(f *7c,*1 @f *n,*l’) -- E(x;/1@ n:nl) 

I rpn@,l’ I 
E(f*n,*A 0 A’) A E(n:A @ A’) 

I fX1. I 
E(u) x R” --- --+ E(v) x R” 

commute under the natural equivalence. s = dim 1 x dim 1’. 

2. Since we may assume K is a p.1. deformation retract of E(p), f %*A N $A. Since 
E(x*A) = E(v @ A) and E(ntA) = E(p @ A), qn corresponds under identifications to a zero- 
preserving map g : E(p 0 A) -+ E(v 0 A). 

Similarly, cpz + qn, corresponds to a bundle map 

h : E(n,* 8 ,A’) + E(n,* + J’) covering g. 

Suppose g is isotopic to a fibrewise map, relative to the zero-sections. This isotopy 
may be covered by a bundle isotopy of h, to a fibrewise map as bundles over K. But 
then ‘pI @ ‘pi, and hence by (1) f x I”, is isotopic to a fibrewise map as bundles over K, 

relative to zero-sections. 

3. Since by uniqueness of stable normal bundles, ,u J v, we can take A to be an inverse of 
both fl and v. Then g : E(p 0 it) + E(v 0 A) may be considered a zero-preserving map 
K x R” + K x R”, n = dim 1. Since we may always add a trivial bundle to 1, Theorem 
(5.1) implies g is isotopic to a fibrewise map for n sufficiently large; and Theorem (5.2) 
follows from the argument (2) above. 
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THEOREM (5.3). Let fi : K 4 V, i = 0, 1, be p.1. imbeddings, where K and V are com- 
binatorial mantyolds without boundary, then 

(a) f&K) has a normal microbundle pi in V x R”, n sufficiently large; i.e. there exists p.l. 
homeomorphisms Fi : E(pJ -P V x R” such that Fi restricted to the zero-section is 
f,:K-tVxO. 

(b) If h : K x I4 V x Z is any p.1. isotopy between f. and fi, there exists a p.1. isotopy 
H:E(p,)x R’xZ--,Vx R”+’ x 2, k sufficiently large, covering h, and such that 
H,, = F,, x l,, HI is a microbundle equivalence of E&J x Rk into FI(E(pl)) x R' . 

Proof. (a) Milnor [5] proves the existence of a stable normal microbundle. 
(b) Extend h to a p.Z. imbedding li : K x R 4 V x R, by setting 

k, t) = (f"(X), 0, t < 0 

= hfx, t),O <=t rl 

= cfi(X), 0, t > 1 

Then h(K x R) has a normal microbundle in V x R x Rn+k, k sufficiently large. By the 
covering homotopy Theorem [5], this bundle is of the form v Q 1, where v is a bundle over 
K, i.e. there exists a p.1. homeomorphism G : E(v) x R4 V x R x R”“, GJK x R = fi 
(but not necessarily commuting with projection into R). 

Now G may not be an isotopy, but r : E(v) x R x Z 4 V x R x R" +’ x Z, defined by 
IYx, s, t) = (G(x, s + t), t) is a p.1. isotopy, for any interval I. 

On the other hand, we claim that F0 x lk+r : E(p,,) x Rkfl 4 V x Rnfkf’ is p.Z. 
isotopic, relative to the zero-section, to a fibrewise map F, w.r.t. To =IIE(v) x R x (0); 
i.e. 

PO 
E&J x Rk+’ ---_) Vx Rn+k+l 

/ 
l-0 

E(v) x/R 

where (p is a microbundle equivalence. 

In fact, F0 x lk+l and say r_1 may both be thought of as normal microbundles of fo(K) = 
r_,(K x 0) c V x (-1) x 0 c V x R x R”+‘. Hence Fi x 1,+1 is isotopic relative to K 
(by Theorem (5.2)) to a fibrewise map w.r.t T-r. But I-i, r0 : E(v) x R4 V x Rn+k+’ 
are isotopic, relative to K. 

Similarly, IYi is isotopic to say rz, which in turn is isotopic to a fibrewise map w.r.t 
FI x lk+I. Since r. is also p.Z. isotopic to rl, we may combine these isotopies to give a 
p.1. isotopy H: E@,) x p+’ x Z4 V x R”‘k” x Z such that H,, = F,, x lk+l and Hi is 
fibrewise w.r.t. Fi x lk+l. Hence for k sufficiently large (i.e. writing k for k + l), we get 
conclusion (b), and the Theorem is proved. 
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$6. SMOOTHING COMBINATORIAL MANIFOLDS 

DEFINITION (6.1). Let K be a combinatorial n-manifold. A smoothing of K is a pair 
(M, f), where M is a smooth n-manifold andf : K --) M is a non-singular p.d. homeomorphism. 

Two smoothings (MI,f,) and (M,,fJ are called equivalent if there exists a diffeoiiior- 
phism d : Ml -P M2 such that 

K ’ d commute. 
\ 

DEFINITION (6.2). Two smoothings (M,,f,), (M2, fJ of a combinatorial manifold 
K, without boundary, are called concordant, if there exists a smoothing (W, F) of 
K x I, F: K x I+ Wsuch that aW= disjoint union of Ml, Mz and FlkXo =fi, Flkxl =fi. 

More explicitly, we are given diffeomorphisms di : Mi + W, i = 1,2, d,(M,) n d,(MJ 
= 0, d,(M,) u d,(M,) = 8 W and 

iii -f+ M[d2 

Kxl-W 
commute. 

In the remainder of the paper we deal only with combinatorial manifolds of the homo- 
topy type of a finite complex. This will be understood in what follows. 

The basic theorem of concordance theory is the Cairns-Hirsch [2] Theorem. We use 
it in the following form [4]. 

THEOREM-Cairns-Hirsch. Let (f, M) be a smoothing of K x Rk. Then there exists 
a smoothing (g, N) of K, unique up to concordance with the following property. 

There is a piecewise differentiable isotopy H : K x Rk x I+ M x Z with Ho =f, and 
Hl = 4(g x id) where 4 is an imbedding 4 : N x Rk + M. 

DEFINITION (6.3). A trivial triangulation of a p.d. vector bundle r” over a IocaIly$nite 
complex K is a triangulation (I”, cp), where E(1”) = K x R”, cp : K x R” + E(r). We write 
(cp, 5) for a trivially triangulated p.d. bundle. 

Two trivially triangulated p.d. bundles (rpI, 53, (cp 2, ; over K are called equivalent if 5 ) 
there exists a trivially triangulated p.d. bundle (40, 5) over K x Z such that <lK x 0 s: cl, 
QK x 1 N &, rplK x 0 x R” N ql, cplK x 1 x R” N ippz. 

More explicitly, there exists p.d. bundle equivalences 

9 : WI) + JWIK x 03 $2 : W,) + E(Ch x I, 
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such that 

‘PI 

K x R”------+E(~,) 

KxIxR”- 

commute. 

Alternative definition of equivalence 

More simply, if less symmetrically, there exists a p.d. bundle equivalence 
tj : E(5,) + E(if2) such that $rpl is isotopic to (02 through trivial triangulations. 

Further, since the Whitney sum of a p.d. bundle and a trivial bundle has a naturally 
defined p.d. structure, we may define stable equivalence of trivially triangulated p.d. bundles 
over K : (cpl, <f), (cpz, t;\) are called stably equivalent if there exists a trivially triangulated 

p.d. bundle (cp, 5”) over K x I such that 51 KXIJ : 51, &x1 G 52, (PIKXOXR” L 4% 

cplK x 1 x R” d qpz. 

We denote the set of stable equivalence classes of trivially triangulated p.d. bundles by 
T. T is a set with unit element, namelythe class of (1, 1); Z : K x R” + K x R” the identity. 

Let C = C(K) be the concordance classes of smoothings of a combinatorial manifold 
K, and let cc, EC be a distinguished class. We will denote this set with distinguished class 

by Co. 
Lim 

Let l? be the S.S. complex corresponding to K. Let 0 = - 0, be the direct limit of 
the S.S. complexes defined above. Let [I?, 0] be the S.S. homotopy classes of S.S. maps of 
R into 0. Define [K, PD], [K, BO], [R, BPL] similarly. Let fi : [I?, 0] --, [I?, PD] be the 
map induced by the inclusion ~1: 0 --*PD. Let fi : [I?, BO] + [I?, BPL] be induced by 
p : BO -_) BPL. Define an action of [g, PD] on C, as follows: Let (M, fi ECE C,, and let 
g : K x R” + K x R” represent a class (g)E [R, PD]. Let h : K x R” + M x R” be the 

composition K x R” L K x R” 
fxl 

---+ M x R”; then h is a non-singular p.d. homeomorphism. 
Let {(M,,f,)} be the concordance class defined from h by the Cairns-Hirsch theorem. 
This is clearly independent of the choice of g. Further, it depends only on the concordance 
class c; as is proved by applying the same construction to the given concordance. We denote 
this action by 1. Now define a map 5 : C, --t [KBO] by ~{(M,f>} = homotopy class of the 
stable classifying map for r 0 r; ‘, where z = tangent bundle of IV, z,, = tangent bundle 
M,,. It is clear, that this depends only on the concordance class of (M,f), and (M,,f,) 
since concordant manifolds are diffeomorphic [IO], and hence have the same stable tangent 
bundles. 

DEFINITION (6.4). Let G, H, K, L be groups, and C a base-pointed set with H as a group 
of operators on C. Let 2 : C x H + C be the operation. Let p : G + K a map of base-pointed 
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sets. Then we say that 

is exact if the foIlowing hold: 
(1) A(h, c) = c if and onZy ifh Ed. 
(2) c(cl) = [(cz) ifand onIy ifcz = A(c,, h) for some he H. 
(3) v(k) = 1 if and only ifk E c(C). 

Remark. If C is a group, then an exact sequence of groups G + H + C + K--f L is an 
exact sequence in the above sense, where A(c, h) = cl(h). 

5--LEMMA. fit 

be a commutative diagram, where the horizontal rows are exact in the sense of Definition 
(6.4), ‘pl, ‘p2, I)~, $2 are group isomorphisms and p is a map of base-pointed sets with operators. 
Then p is an isomorphism of base-pointed sets with operators. 

I 

PROPOSITION (6.1). [I?, OJL+ [R, PD] A-+ C,, A-+ [g, BO] y+ [R, BPL] is exact 
Proof. 1. Order two 

(a) JF 

This is just Proposition (3.1) applied to the trivial bundle over M, for using smoothing 
f : K --) M, an element of [i?, 0] is exactly a p.d. vector bundle map M x R” --f M x R’ and 
the isotopy given by proposition deforms this to a differentiable bundle map 
Mx R”+Mx R”. 

(b) U 

Let (g) E [K, PD] and let h : K x R” --f M x R” be the induced p.d. homeomorphism. 
Then the Cairns-Hirsch theorem gives that h is a p.d. isotopic to a p.d. homeomorphism 

flX1 
h,: Kx R”-+ Ml x R” 2, M x R”, where d is a diffeomorphism. It follows that 
Ml has the same stable tangent bundle as M. Hence [1((g), c) = K(c). 

(c) P5 

Since any two smoothings of K have tangent bundles with the same underlying tangent 
microbundle, and p” is a homomorphism w.r.t. Whitney sum; p”[(c) = homotopy class of 
the classifying map for the trivial microbundle. 

2. Exactness 

(a) Ix, PDI 

Suppose (g))E [R, PD] is such that 2((g), c) = c for some CE C,. We wish to show that 
(g) comes from [R, 01. Starting with (Ml, fi) E c, the action of (g) must lead by the con- 
struction A to (M,, J;)Ec. Let f: K x I + V be the concordance between (Ml, fi) and 
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(M,, fi). The imbedding (which we denote d,) of Mz x R” in Mr x R” of the bconstruc- 
tion, can be extended to a smooth imbedding d : V x R” + MI x Z x R”, such that 
d~M,xRn=d,:M,xR”~M,xOxRnandd~M,xO:M,xO-,M,x(1)xOisthe 
identity. In fact, V is diffeomorphic to MI x Z, and any two imbeddings of MI x R” are 
isotopic if n is sufficiently large. Now dof x 1 is p.d. isotopic to a p.1. imbedding 
f: K x Z x R” + K x Z x R”, such that flK x 1 x R” is fibrewise p.d. isotopic to 
dOfxl[KxlxR”~[R,O],andf]K~O~~*:K~O~Rn+K~O~Rnisg. NowJ 
may be extended to a map h : K x R x R” + K x R x R”, by extending the maps over the 
two boundaries of K x Zin constant fashion. Since hlK x R x 0 : K x R x 0 --) K x R x R” 
is isotopic to the identity, relative to K x (R - Int I), the Tubular Neighborhood Theorem 
gives a covering isotopy of h to a fibrewise map. But this shows that hlK x 1 x R” and 
hlK x 0 x R” are stably isotopic in PD. Hence (g) comes from [R, 01. 

(b) Co 

Let (M,,f,), fM,,fJ represent two concordance classes ci, c2 respectively, such that 

K(q) = K(c,); i.e. r1 L t2. Then there is a smooth imbedding i : Mz x R” + MI x R”; for 
n sufficiently large; such that if2 : K + M, x 0 + M, x R” is homotopic to fi, and hence 
p.d. isotopic to fi. By the tubular neighborhood theorem, iocfi x 1) is p.d. isotopic to a 
p.1. bundle map g : K x R” -+ K x R”. Hence c2 = 1((g)), cl), (g)E [I?, PD]. 

(4 [R, ROI 

Let (h) E [K, BO]. Then if j?(h) = 0, (h) represents a p.d. vector bundle 5 which has a 
trivial triangulation cp. Then cp : K x R” -B(r), I?([) the diff. vector bundle over MO, 
defines a concordance class c, with tangent bundle {; i.e. K(c) = (h). 

F’ROPOSITION (6.2). [R, 0] 2 [g, PD] t T: [R, BO] : [R, BPL] is exact, where 
(1) [[(cp, e)] = the homotopy class of the classifving map for r 

(2) [I?, RDI t ac s on T by Whitney sum; i.e. given (j-)~ [Z?, PD], (cp, <)E t ET, let A((f),t) 

be the class of cp 0 f : K x R” x R” + E(t) x R”. 

Proof. 
1. Order two 

(a) G 

Let (g) E [Z?, 01, (cp, 5)~ t E T. Then A((g), t) is the class of cp @ g : K x R” x R” + E(5) 
~R”,butcp@g=l@g~cp@l, 1@g:E(g)xRm+E(5)xRm. Sincethis1astisap.d. 

bundle equivalence (cp 0 g, cp @ lm) E t. 

C-9 CA 
((rp Of, cp @ 1”) = ((cp, r) by definition (see 2) above) 

(c) PC 

If (cp, C)E t ET, cp by definition has a trivial triangulation, and DC(t) is the homotopy 
class of the classifying map for the trivial microbundle. 

2. Exact 

(a) [R, PDI 
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Let (g) E [I?, PD], (cp, 5) ~1 ET; and suppose 1((g), t) = t. 
have 

,I” R(r) x R” 

commutes up to isotopy through trivial triangulations, where + is a p.d. bundle equivalence 

381 

Then after stabilizing, we 

(see alternative definition of equivalent trivial triangulations). Hence $O(cp 0 l)]K x 0 x 
R”:Kx Ox R” +KxR”cE(~)xR”isisotopicinPD,torp@g~K:0xR”’:Kx 
OxRm-+KxRmcE(~)xRm. IdentifyingKxOxRmwithKxRm,cp@g]KxOxRRm 

=g and t,bo(rpO1)lKx 0 x Rm=$IKx R”. Hence g is isotopic in PD, to $IK x R”, 

where (t,blK x Rm)e [R, 01. 

(b) T 

Let (cpl, ti)EtiET, i = 1,2, and suppose that Qtl) = i(tJ; i.e. <i L t2. Then we may 

suppose <I = rz = c, and vi: K x R” -+ E(r), i = 1, 2, are two triangulations. Then 
‘pz is isotopic through triangulations to 

(p;:KxR”- E(r), cp; = cplg, g a p.1. microbundle 

\ 
ah 

/L 

K x R” 

homomorphism. I.E. (g)E [i?, PDI and A((g), tl) = t,. 

Cc) tR, BOI 
Let (h) E [R, BO], and suppose j?(h) is trivial. I.E. (h) represents a p.d. bundle 5 which 

has a trivial triangulation cp. Then i{(cp, 5)} = (A). 

Result from previous section 

(6.3) [I?, 0) 2 [R, PD] 2 [R, PD/O] 2 [K, BO] -2 [R, BPL] 

is an exact sequence of groups. 

DEFINITION OF p : T + Co: 

Let f. : Kx M,, be a given smoothing. Let (cp, 5) be a triangulated p.d. bundle, 
rp : K x R” + E(t). Considering 5 as a vector bundle over M,, E(r) may be given a unique 

differential structure as a diff. vector bundle, up to diff. bundle equivalence. Denote E(t) 

with this diff. structure by Ez. Then there exists a p.d. bundle map I,+ : E(t) + z) over 

the map f. : K -+ M,; i.e. rj is diff. over each simplex of some rectilinear subdivision of K. 

Then $cp : K x R” + z) is a p.d. homeomorphism. By the Hirsch product theorem it 
defines a concordance class of smoothings of K. 
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To show this is well-defined, we must show it is independent of the choice of $ and the 
choice of representative in the stable equivalence class of (q, 0. 

By Proposition, if rl/‘: E(5) + ET is any other p.d. bundle map, there exists a diff. 

bundle equivalence I : z) -+ z) such that 

commutes up to a p.d. bundle isotopy. It follows that t,Gcp and J/‘rp define concordant 
smoothings. 

It is clear that (50, 5) and ((cp, l), cp + l), (q, 1) : (K x R”) x R + E(5) x R, define con- 
cordant smoothings. Now suppose (cpi, <r) is equivalent to (qpz, kj2); i.e. we are given 
cp : K x I x R” -+ E(e), cp restricting to (rpi, 5i), (cpz, t2) resp. at 0 and 1. Again there exists 

-- 
a p.d. bundle map y5 : E(5) + E(5), E(5) the diff. bundle over M x Z, $ covering 

(Jo, 1) : K x I+ Me x I. Then by the Cairns-Hirsch theorem, I,@ : K x Z x R” + E!$$ 

defines a concordance between the smoothings defined by $rpr and $cpz. 

Hence the map from stable equivalence classes to concordance classes is well-defined. 

Let p : T -+ C,, be the map defined above. 

THEOREM (6.1). 

[R, O-J 2 [I?, PD] 2 T:[I?,BO, JJ - [R, SPL] 

Ccl 

is commutative, and hence p is an isomorphism of base pointed sets with operators. 

Proof. (a) That [p = p is immediate from the definition of p. 
(b) Let (g) E [R, PD], (cp, <) E t E T. Then &(g), t) is represented by c~ 0 g : K x R” x 

R”’ + E(r) x R” p(A((g), t)) is determined by the Cairns-Hirsch theorem from cp @g : 
K x R” x R m + E(c) x R”. But cp @ g is p.d. isotopic to cp’ @ g, where 

- 
4’ : K x R ” - E(5), 

fl x 1 \I dl 

M, x R” 
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where (M,, fI)ep(t). Then_& + g : K x R” + Ml x R” is p.d. 

h : K x R” -Ml x R”, 
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isotopic to 

where (M2,f2)~A((g), p(t)). But then (dl x l)O((fi x 1) @g) and hence c~ @g is p.d. 
isotopic to (dl x I),(1 x d&f2 x 1 x l), i.e. (M2,f2) E p(A((g), t)). Hence pR. = 1. 

(c) Since p : T-r C, is a homomorphism of sets with group of operators [K, PD], the 
usual 5-Lemma argument applies to show that p is an isomorphism. Q.E.D. 

Define c : T-+ [I?, PD/,O] as follows: 
Let (~,5) et ET, cp : K x R” + E(5). Then since 40 is p.d. homeomorphic over each simplex 
of K, and E(g) is pasted together by elements of 0, cp gives a well-defined mapg, : r? + PD/O. 
Further, equivalent pairs give homotopic maps. Consequently, we get a well-defined 
class a(t). 

THEOREM (6.2). 

is commutative, and hence a is an isomorphism of base-pointed sets with operators. 

COROLLARY. Tand hence C,, may be given a group structure, such that the exact sequences 
of Proposition (1, 2) become exact sequences ofgroups. 

Proof of Theorem. (a) Let (g)E [K, PD] and (q, r)e t ET. A(g) is represented by 
(p@g: Kx R” x R”-+E(r) x R”; clearly, a(qo Og, 5 0 1) is just the Whitney sum; 
i.e. la = L. 

(b) Let (cp, 5) E t E T. Let P be the total space of the associated principal S.S. 0, bundle 
to& Letf:A,-*KbeinK (4). Then FE~‘~) is a p.d. bundle map F : A, x R” + f *(t) over 
f&@. Further, cp induces a unique p.d. homeomorphism 40~ such that 

A4 x R” --I-f*@ 

fxl I I 
K x R” -2 E(C) commutes. 

Then F-‘cp, : A, x R” +A4 x R” is in PDLq’. Further (aiF)-lpa,f = a,(F-‘cp,). Hence cp 
defines a S.S. map @i : P + PD,,. @ is a map of principal 0, bundles, since if R : Ag x R” + AL4 
x R” is in Op, @(FR) = R-‘(F-lqJ), which is just what the definition of right action of 
0, on PD, calls for. 
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Now the quotient map R + PDJO induced by fl is just the map go constructed in the 
definition of cr. Further, P + PD,, c PD, x U is an 0, bundle map which induces by pas- 

PL 

sage to quotients 

K - PDJO, :PD, x U=BO, 
BB 0. PLII 

Hence cg, is a classifying map for 5, and 50 = [. 
(c) Again the %-Lemma argument shows that (T is an isomorphism of sets with a 

group of operators. Q.E.D. 

From Theorem (6.1) and (6.2), we have Co N [r?, PD/O]; i.e. 

THEOREM (6.3). Let K be a combinatorial manifold (without boundary), which admits a 
smoothing M,,, then the concordance classes of smoothings of K are in l-l correspondence 
with the abelian group [I?, PDIO] such that the class of MO corresponds to the identity element. 

(Theorem (6.3) was announced by Mazur in Seattle) 

Remark. Using Hirsch [2] it is easy to generalize Theorem (6.3) to manifolds with 
boundary). 

COROLLARY (1) (Hirsch-Mazur). 7c,(PD/O) N r,, the group of differentiable structures 
on S” (under connected sum). 

Proof. n,(PD/O) N Co(Sn) by the above. But since every n.s. p.d. homeomorphism of 
S” onto S” is p.d. isotopic to the identity, two smoothings, which are diffeomorphic, are 
concordant. Hence as sets C,(S) = I,. If the base point of Cc is taken to be the standard 
sphere, then we may show that C&Y’) with the group structure induced from n,(PD/O) is 
group isomorphic to r,. 

Note first, that we may define an addition in T by taking Whitney sum of trivial tri- 
angulations. Thus G : T+ [I?, PD/O] is obviously additive, so that the group structure in 
T is given by Whitney sum. 

Now Whitney sum of vector bundles over a sphere corresponds stably to connected 
sum of bundles. Defining connected sum of trivializations (stably) in corresponding fashion, 
we see that under p : T + C,,, Whitney sum of trivializations, corresponds to connected sum 

of spheres. 

LEMMA (Milnor). pi : XJBPL) is a monomorphism (and hence ~~(0) + ni(PD) is 
a monomorphism). 

This follows from Theorems (6.3) and (2.4), and the fact that every homotopy sphere 
has a stably trivial normal bundle. See [3]. 

THEOREM (Hirsch-Mazur). 
P 

0 - II, - n,(BPL) -2 r,_, - 0 

is exact, where q : x,(BPL) N K,_~(PL) = n,_,(PD) + x,._~ (PD/O) N Tn-l. 

Proof. This follows from the above Lemma and Corollary (1). 
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97. CONCORDANCE CLASSES OF SMOOTHINGS OF A VECTOR BUNDLE 
AND SMOOTHINGS OF IMBEDDINGS 

Let q be a p.d. vector bundle over a unbounded combinatorial manifold K, and let 
(E(p), cp) be a triangulation of E(q). We wish to show 

THEOREM (7.1). There exists a 1-I correspondence between concordance classes qf 
smoothings of K and concordance classes of smoothings of E(p). Further, this correspondence 
is obtained by assigning to (M,, f,), where f, : K -+ M, the concordance class of (E(q),, cp,), 
where q, : E(p) --+ E(q), is the induced triangulation given by q,, and E(q)pl is the total space of 
difSerentiable vector bundles defined by q over M,. 

Proof. Let p : T(K) --f C,(K) be as above. Let CE& and t = p-‘(c). Let ($, 5)Etn; 

i.e. r is a p.d. vector bundle over K and Ic/ : K x R” + E(t) is a trivial triangulation. Let 

p : E(p) + K be the p.1. projection map. Then (p*$, p*5) e T(E(p)) where 

PV 

E(p) x R” - E(P*~) 
I 

P* 1 

I 

5 

I(r I 

K x R” -- E(f) commutes. 

E@*<) = {(K Y)E%) x E(l) IAx) = 4~41, n : E(r) -+ K the projection p*$(x, r) = 

(4 WW, r)), B*(x, Y) = Y. 

We define p* : T(K) + T(E(p)) by p*(tK) = {(p*(e), p*5)]. Similarly, if s : K + E(p) is 
the zero-cross-section, then s* : T(E(,u)) --) T(K), and s*p* = 1. This shows thatp* is 1-I into. 

On the other hand, since s(K) is a p.l. deformation retract of E(p), we have a homotopy 
H : E(p) x I+ E(p) such that Ho = 1, H, = sp. Given any trivially triangulated p.d. vector 

bundle (A 5) E tE(,) over E(p), E(H*(Q N E(5) x I, and H*$ : E(p) x 1 x R” --) E(H*(t)) N 
E(5) x I gives an equivalence between (p*s*$, p*s*t) and ($, 5), showing that tEclrj = 

p*s*tEca,; i.e. p s * * = 1, and p* is l-1 onto. (The fact that p* is l-l may also be obtained 

from the fact that [z), PDJO] N [I?, PDIO]. 

Now let (MA2 EC, then t = p-‘(c) is represented by ($, <), such that $ : K x R” + 
E(c),; where E(5), is the diff. vector bundle over M,,, is p.d. isotopic to 

$’ : K x R” /,x1 M, x R” 
d 

- E(SYL,. 

Then (p*$,p*t) defines a smoothing in p(p*c) on E(p) from the Hirsch product theorem 
using p*$ : E(p) x R” + E(p*0,, where E@*& is the diff. vector bundle over E(q),,. We 
wish to show that this smoothing is (E(&, 40,) 

E@*Q, = E(~*v)~ and we have the commutative diagram 
PV 

E(p) x R” - E(p*O, - &*A 
I 

I $ I 
K x R” ___-- -+ JYO,. 

F 
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Consider the p.d. vector bundle E(+*n*q) = E(q) x R”, we have 

JW x R” 
PXl ti 

E(p) x R” - E($c*q) - E(n*& 

I 
A ! I 

KxR”PKxR” --- E(5), 
identity 

commuting. 
II 

The p.d. isotopy of $J to I,Y is covered by a p.d. bundle isotopy of 6 to 6’. But then 

%X1 d 

E(p) x R” ------, E(y), x R” - E(z*?), = E(p*Oo 

I I I 
K x R” -----f M, x R” -----+ E(t), commutes. 

/.x1 d 

Since p*$ is p.d. isotopic to &(p, x l), @*1c/, ~“5) defines the smoothing (E(q),, cp,); i.e. 
pp*p-l {(M,,f,)} = ((E(q),, cp,)}. This proves Theorem (7.1). 

THEOREM (7.2). Let p be an r-dimensional microbundle over a combinatorial manifold 
K”, and i : E(p) + V”+’ be a p.d. imbedding in a smooth manifold V. Then if p is a triangula- 
tion of some p.d. vector bundle <, there exists a smoothing A4, of K such that i is concordant 
to a smooth imbedding E(r), in V. 

Explicitly, there exists a p.d. imbedding 1 : E(p) x 
0 --f V x 0 and I, : E(p) x 1 + V x 1 may be factored 

I-+ V x Isuch that lo = i: E(p) x 

E(t), 

where q : E(p) --) E(5) is the triangulation, and d is a smooth imbedding. 

Proof. i : E(p) --) V induces a smoothing (g, E(@ of E(p), such that 

E(& commutes, where d, is smooth 

By Theorem (l), (9, E(P))) is concordant to some (E(t),, qp,). If A: E(p) x I+ W is this 
concordance, then there is a diffeomorphism e : E(p)fi x I+ W, such that e,g =A,,. Take 
I = (d, x l)oe-‘oX. Since 1, = d,cp,, for some diffeomorphism d,, 2, = dq,, where 
d = doeI -‘dI is a diffeomorphism. 
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THEOREM (7.3). Let i : K + V be ap.1. imbedding of a combinatorial manifold in a smooth 

manifold V, w.r.t f: L + V a smooth triangulation. Then there exists a non-singular p.d 

homeomorphism h : V -+ V such that hi(K) is a smooth submam@ld with normal erector bundle 

t; if and only if i(K) has a normal microbundle p which triangulates l. 

Proof. (a) Only if 

Let q : E(p) + E(5) c V be the triangulation. Then cp is p.d. isotopic, relative to the 
zero section, to ap.1. imbedding ‘pi w.r.t the triangulation hf: L + V. Then h-‘q, : E(p) -+ V 

is a p.1. imbedding which extends the imbedding i : K -+ V. 

(b) If 

By Theorem (7.2), if i(K) has a normal microbundle p which triangulates 5, there 
exists a p.d. imbedding 3, : E(p) x I-t V x I such that 1, : E(p) -+ V is a p.Z. imbedding 
which extends i, and 1, = dq,; where d is a diffeomorphism, and E(t), is a differentiable 
vector bundle over a smoothing M, of K, which is equivalent as a vector bundle to 5. Let 
N be a regular neighborhood of the zero-section in E(p). Then &(N) is a combinatorial sub- 
manifold with boundary of the same dimension as V. Let Ni be the second regular neigh- 
borhood of N in E(p); then N, = N u 8N x Z. It follows by the Cairns-Hirsch theorem, 
that A : (NI x Z, NI x cYZ) -+ (V x Z, V x aZ) is p.d. isotopic, relative to (N x Z, N x al) to a 
p.d. imbedding 1, such that &aN, x I) is a smooth submanifold. Now X(alv, x I) has a 
smooth product neighborhood Tin V x I. See Fig. 1. 

Then Pis a smooth manifold (after smoothing corners). 

ro 
x (KXI)= X(KX1) 
x W><l)= XW><Z 1 
X(N;>< 1) 

FIG. 1. 

I 
V 

Fro. 2. 
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Let V= (I’ - T,,)- u aT u Tl. This is represented by heavy line in Fig. 1. Since dT 
is diffeomorphic to LIT, x 1, and X(N, x 1) is homeomorphic to X(N, x O), there exists a 
non-singular p.d. homeomorphism h : V + V, such that hi(K) is a smooth submanifold of 7 
with normal bundle t. It remains to show that i7is diffeomorphic to I’. 

Extend the left boundary of V x I, then the region between the new boundary and V 
is a smooth manifold which is combinatorially a product (see Fig. 2). Hence V is diffeomor- 
phic to F by Munkres [g&Thorn [IO]. 
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